Defining systems to evaluate system efficiency and effectiveness

This paper focuses on the application of systems thinking, systems theory, and systems evaluation theory (SET) in evaluating modern day systems. SET consists of three steps purposively sequenced with each being a prerequisite for the success of the next step. The first foundational step is to define the system. Systems thinking provides theoretical rationale for defining the system boundaries, components, and relationships. However, there is no literature describing how to define these system elements. Using an example from the evaluation of several United States cardiac care systems, the paper shares a number of methods used to define the system boundaries, components, and relationships. The paper describes how each of these elements informs the evaluation of step two of SET—evaluating system efficiency. The discussion shares lessons learned, and notes the relationship between methods used in system and program evaluation.

Defining systems to evaluate system efficiency and effectiveness

The interest in the potential of systems thinking to improve evaluation quality continues to grow (Adams, Hester, Bradley, Meyers & Keating, 2014; Renger, 2015; Renger, 2016; Renger, Foltysova, Ienuso, Renger & Booze, 2017; Renger, McPherson, Kontz-Bartels & Becker, 2016; Renger, Wood, Williamson & Krapp, 2012; Rogers, 2011; Wehipeihana, 2011; Williams, 2015; Williams & Hummelbrunner, 2010). One reason for the interest in systems thinking is its potential to address limitations associated with theory-driven program evaluation (Renger, 2015; Renger, 2016). Critics of theory-driven program evaluation argue approaches, like logic modeling, are artificial because program assumptions tend to be linear. As such, the program assumptions do not reflect the reality in which programs operate, ignoring many other contextual factors influencing program outcomes (Morrel, 2010). Thus, findings from such evaluations are sometimes difficult to interpret, often meaningless, and therefore, are of limited utility (Lee, 2017; Patton, 2008). Systems thinking represents a way forward to address these criticisms and produce more usable evaluations (Patton, 2008; Williams, 2015).

Within the evaluation literature, three core systems principles continually emerge: boundaries, components, and relationships (Hargreaves & Podems, 2012; Williams & Hummelbrunner, 2010). It is reasoned the application of these core principles in program evaluation should lead to better understanding of the context in which a program operates and thus more realistic and useful evaluations (Patton, 2008). Williams and Hummelbrunner (2010) published numerous research methods to assist evaluators in applying systems thinking principles to improve program evaluations.

More recently, Renger (2015) examined the utility of systems thinking to evaluate modern day systems, not programs. Ericson (2011) defines a modern day system as an integrated composite of components that provide function and capability to satisfy a stated need or objective. A system is a holistic unit that is greater than the sum of its parts. It has structure, function, behavior, characteristics, and interconnectivity. Modern day systems are typically composed of people, products, and environments that together generate complexity and capability (p. 402).
To assist evaluators in bridging theory to practice Renger (2015) published the SET, which incorporates both systems thinking and systems theory to assist system evaluators in moving from theory to practice. The former provides evaluators a path forward for defining the system boundaries, components, and relationships, while the latter is necessary to bridge from definition to application (Weiss, 1995).

SET consists of three steps: defining the system, evaluating system efficiency, and evaluating system effectiveness. These steps are interdependent and purposively sequenced. The success of the system efficiency evaluation depends on a strong foundation created by thoroughly defining the system. The system parameters and operating details are the standard of acceptability for evaluating system efficiency (Green & Kreuter, 2005). That is, evaluators need to know who are the system stakeholders, what each is supposed to do and how, before they can determine how to evaluate its efficiency. In turn, a meaningful evaluation of system effectiveness depends on a clear understanding of the degree to which the system is operating efficiently. This concept is akin to the relationship between the process and outcome evaluations in a program evaluation. Just as the interpretation of program impact is more easily understood when the process evaluation indicates the program was implemented as intended (Renger, Bartel & Foltysova, 2013), system effectiveness is easier to interpret when the extent to which the system is operating efficiently is understood.

To date, SET publications focus on methods for evaluating system efficiency (Renger, 2015; Renger, 2016; Renger et al., 2017; Renger, McPherson, Konitz-Bartels & Becker, 2016). Given the importance of defining the system in laying the foundation for evaluating system efficiency the purpose of this article is to share some of the methods used to define system boundaries, components, and relationships. We illustrate the methods in the context of evaluating several United
States cardiac systems of care. Therefore, we begin by providing the reader an overview of the cardiac care system before detailing the methods used to define the system boundaries, components, and relationships. As we describe each method we link its importance to evaluating system efficiency.

**Overview of the cardiac care system**

The cardiac care system consists of many agencies working together to save lives. In its simplest form the system is described by the chain of survival (Eisenberg, 2013) (see Figure 1).

From a systems thinking perspective, there are many important observations to be made from the chain of survival. First, the chain of survival depicts the system boundaries, starting with a call to emergency dispatch and ending with hospital discharge. Second, the chain of survival illustrates many system components working together to save a life. This is core to the definition of a modern-day system—multiple components working together toward a common goal. Third, the links in the chain are interconnected, indicating relationships between the subsystems. The interconnectedness also suggests there is some degree of dependency between links.

Although simple in its representation, the chain of survival illustrates the three core system thinking principles. However, the chain of survival does not illustrate the detail in the relationships between links in the chain. This detail, as will be shown below, is critical for developing a meaningful evaluation of the cardiac care system.

**Defining the cardiac care system**

**Step 1. Defining the cardiac care system common goals**

An Evaluation Leadership Committee (the Committee) was formed using leaders from the Leona M. and Harry B. Helmsley Charitable Trust, and several state health departments. Forming the Committee was deliberate and strategic. SET recognizes leadership as one of the four environmental influences impacting system efficiency and effectiveness. Therefore, it was critical to include leaders from the onset of the evaluation, beginning with defining the system. Having leaders who serve as champions increases buy-in and promotes evaluation usability (Patton, 2008). Within health departments cardiac care system initiatives are one of several state competing priorities. The Committee was critical in elevating the system-wide importance of the evaluation and in identifying other key state players on whom the success of the evaluation was dependent (subsystem subject matter experts). The Committee was also an important sounding board, used to validate and assess the feasibility of the evolving evaluation plan. Indicators of the Committee’s buy-in are published elsewhere (Becker, Renger & McPherson, 2013).

A series of face-to-face meetings were held with committee members. As per SET, the Committee members first defined the common system goals, of which there are two types: efficiency goals and effectiveness goals. With respect to the efficiency goal the Committee agreed the cardiac care system is time sensitive. That is, improving cardiac arrest survival rates (the common effectiveness goal) depends on reducing the time to definitive care.

---

**FIGURE 1. THE CARDIAC CARE SYSTEM CHAIN OF SURVIVAL**

**CHAIN OF SURVIVAL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Early Access</th>
<th>Early CPR</th>
<th>Early Defibrillation</th>
<th>Early Advanced Care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eisenberg (2013) reproduced with permission from the author
(defined as a tertiary care facility with a catheterization lab). As evidence of this, consider that at the moment of cardiac arrest the person is clinically dead. The likelihood of survival falls 7-10% for every minute of delay in CPR [cardio pulmonary resuscitation] and defibrillation. Within 10 minutes clinical death will progress to irreversible biological death and another statistic will be noted in the tally of deaths from heart disease (Eisenberg, 2013, p.15).

Step 2. Defining the cardiac care system boundaries

With an understanding of the common cardiac care system efficiency and effectiveness goals, the process of defining the system began by establishing the system boundaries. Using a variation of storyboarding methodology the Committee established the system boundaries (Gena, 2005; Williams & Hummelbrunner, 2010). The Committee noted the cardiac care system response begins when emergency medical services are dispatched to the scene and ends when a patient is discharged from the tertiary care facility (see Figure 2; Pane 1).

To validate the boundaries the evaluators asked the Committee to consider the implications of expanding the boundaries. After considerable discussion, the Committee decided to redraw the system boundaries. The Committee noted the system response actually begins at the scene, where the bystander calls emergency dispatch. A bystander witnessing the cardiac arrest can save time by providing dispatchers accurate information, such as a specific location, circumstances surrounding the cardiac arrest and patient demographics to improve response time and delivery time of life-saving treatment (Spaite et al., 1990). Further, a bystander who knows and delivers CPR can buy critical time by ensuring blood flow to the brain even though the heart has stopped beating.

With respect to the end boundary, the Committee noted the system response was not complete until definitive care staff file an electronic medical record. These expanded system boundaries are shown in Figure 2, Pane 2.

Step 3. Defining the cardiac care system components

Following systems thinking principles, the focus then switched to filling in the components between the system boundaries. The evaluation again used a variation of storyboarding to meet this goal (Shneiderman, Fischer, Czerwinski, Myers & Resnick, 2005). The exercise revealed the emergency dispatch service to be the next critical component, or subsystem. Trained dispatchers can reduce the response time by keeping the caller calm so critical location and patient information can be quickly collected (Brent Nelson, personal communication, July 16, 2014; Priority Dispatch Systems, 2013). Further, technology such as computer assisted dispatch can assist the dispatcher to quickly locate the patient and ‘tone out’ the correct resources to the scene.

The emergency dispatcher then ‘tones out’ the nearest, available emergency medical service to respond to the scene. The Committee noted the first to arrive on scene in rural settings are often volunteers who are limited by their certification level in the care they can deliver (NREMT, 2007). A cardiac arrest requires advanced training. Therefore, to ensure the patient receives the needed care as soon as possible the volunteer emergency medical service personnel will contact the dispatcher and request a paramedic intercept. When an intercept is requested, the volunteer emergency medical service unit begins transport to a hospital. The paramedic travels in a separate emergency medical service vehicle toward the volunteer emergency medical service unit to meet at an agreed upon location. In rural states this is often along the highway which presents potential traffic hazards. Therefore, law enforcement is also dispatched to ensure scene safety. At the intercept point, the paramedic joins the emergency medical service volunteer unit. The intercept strategy reduces the time delay for providing advanced care to the patient (such as drugs).

After stabilizing the patient, the emergency medical service unit continues transport to the nearest hospital. In rural states, this is often a critical access hospital, which is minimally staffed and not equipped to provide advanced level heart care. When the patient arrives at the critical access hospital, the attending physician searches for the nearest heart hospital with room to accept the patient. Once a heart hospital confirms they can take the patient, transport from the critical access hospital to the tertiary care facility can occur by ground or air depending on the proximity of the critical access hospital to the tertiary care facility, weather, and availability of air transportation.

Detailing the cardiac care subsystems facilitated the system evaluation in several ways. First, it led to a more deliberate stakeholder selection strategy. For example, leadership and staff perspectives from dispatch, law enforcement, critical access hospitals, transport, and tertiary care hospitals were included in the evaluation. More specifically, within the tertiary care facility, leadership and staff perspectives from the emergency department and catheterization laboratory were essential to the evaluation. Second, detailing the subsystems (system components) helped establish the evaluation scope and prepare a realistic budget. With each added subsystem, the number of stakeholder perspectives needing to be included in the evaluation grows. This adds cost. Finally, knowing the scope also assisted in developing a feasible evaluation strategy. For example, understanding the evaluation scope assisted in developing sampling and capacity building strategies.
**FIGURE 2. THE EVOLUTION OF DEFINING THE CARDIAC CARE SYSTEM**
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Step 4. Detailing the cardiac care system relationships

Defining the subsystems was an important step in defining the cardiac care system, but still lacked the detail for evaluating system efficiency. SET notes, evaluating system efficiency requires detailing the interactions within and between subsystems. That is, it is necessary to understand what is supposed to happen before you can evaluate whether and how well it happened. Detailed processes and procedures, or the standard operating procedures, about how the system is supposed to function form the standards of acceptability for the evaluation (Green & Kreuter, 2005). They are a prerequisite for evaluating system efficiency.

The Committee identified leaders and subject matter experts from each subsystem. Stakeholders agreeing to participate completed a face-to-face process flow mapping exercise (details can be found in Renger et al., 2016). Because there were many subsystems, conducting process flow mapping and integrating these was potentially costly. Therefore, using source documentation was considered as a cost reduction measure for defining subsystem processes (Renger, 2011). However, it was deemed the need to build evaluation buy-in outweighed the cost of completing face-to-face process flow maps. For each subsystem process flow mapping interviews were conducted until saturation (Guest, Bunce & Johnson, 2006). Fortunately, it seldom required more than five process flow mapping interviews to reach saturation thus reducing the expected cost.

Interested readers are referred to Renger et al. (2016) for constructing detailed process flow maps.

For each subsystem, process flow maps were integrated to form a single, summary standard operating procedure following the methodology of Renger and Hurley (2006). A variety of methods were then used to validate process flow map accuracy, including member check methods, a literature review (Renger & Bourdeau, 2004), and cross validation with existing standard operating procedures. It was interesting to note during this process that no single written standard operating procedure was as comprehensive as the standard operating procedures resulting from the process flow mapping interviews. These validation methods resulted in only minor adjustments to the summary process flow maps and are detailed elsewhere (Parsons, 1961; Peters, Buzna & Helbing, 2008; Renger et al., 2016).

After defining the system boundaries, components (subsystems), and relationships (within subsystem standard operating procedures) it was necessary to define the between subsystems standard operating procedures. The strategies described above for documenting and/or validating within subsystem standard operating procedures were also used to document between subsystem standard operating procedures. Both upstream and downstream standard operating procedures for each subsystem were detailed and validated. Figure 2, Pane 3 depicts the final cardiac care system elements and standard operating procedures. It is worth noting that due to space limitations Figure 2 does not show the standard operating procedure detail.

Detailing the within and between subsystem processes informed the evaluation of system efficiency in several ways. First, SET notes there is a direct relationship between competent and capable system actors and system efficiency. In the cardiac care system bystanders, dispatchers, medical personnel and so forth must be able to execute the standard operating procedures quickly and safely. The standard operating procedures provided the evaluator with an understanding of what is supposed to happen, when, and by whom. From the standard operating procedures it was possible to develop checklists and questions to evaluate the extent to which cardiac care actors followed the standard operating procedures with fidelity.

SET also notes the importance of information technology in impacting modern day system efficiency. The subsystem standard operating procedures helped pinpoint where in the system information technology was necessary for system efficiency. For example, communication depends on radios, computers, internet connectivity, and a host of medical equipment. It was cost-prohibitive to evaluate all the points in which information technology interacted with the cardiac care system. Therefore, the evaluation strategy was to ensure subsystems self-monitored information technology quality. For example, the evaluation examined whether emergency medical technicians conducted regular checks of their equipment, dispatchers regularly checked their communication platforms, and so forth.

The subsystem standard operating procedure also helped evaluate information technology capabilities to ensure functional system feedback mechanisms. The standard operating procedures pinpoint where information is shared within and between systems. We refer the interested reader to Renger (2016) for details in evaluating the quality of the cardiac care system feedback mechanisms.

Finally, the standard operating procedures helped determine where information technology was critical in facilitating optimum communication between subsystems. Renger et al. (2017) details the strategies used to evaluate potential information technology caused bottlenecks and cascading failures affecting system efficiency.

One important evaluation finding was many of the subsystems were not utilizing the capability of their information technology infrastructure. For example, many dispatch services possessed sophisticated tracking software that was not being used. Similarly, many emergency medical services were not utilizing lifesaving electrocardiogram (EKG) transmitting devices.
Discussion

Developing a strategy for evaluating systems is contingent on a detailed definition. Systems thinking principles help to understand the system definition components: boundaries, components, and relationships and offer a general strategy for moving forward with a system definition. However, systems thinking principles do not explain how to move from theory to practice. SET provides evaluators with a bridge from theory to practice.

Before beginning to define a system, SET notes the importance of establishing the common system goals. The importance of first agreeing on a common goal is a concept consistent with the program evaluation literature (Çoşkun, Akande & Renger, 2012). The common system goals create the criteria by which to make exclusion/inclusion judgements about system boundaries and system components. For example, when applying the time-critical criterion it became easier for the Committee to decide to include the bystander at the scene within the system boundaries and exclude long-term care from the boundaries.

In the authors’ experience, detailing the standard operating procedures is the most critical step in being able to bridge from theory to application. This detail is necessary in understanding exactly where system attributes such as leadership, system actor capability, and information technology can influence system efficiency. The detail is also necessary in helping evaluators to know where to look for other factors affecting system efficiency such as functional system feedback mechanisms, trigger points for potential cascading failures, reflex arcs, and so forth.

Interestingly, the process flow mapping interviews to create standard operating procedures required fewer interviews to reach saturation than other similar mapping techniques in the program evaluation literature (Çoşkun, Akande & Renger, 2012). In other contexts, saturation occurs between 10–15 interviews (Guest et al., 2006). In our experience, saturation occurred on average with five process flow mapping interviews. This resulted in significant time and cost savings. One explanation for this is the availability of national, standardized standard operating procedures, for example the two-minute CPR cycle (American Heart Association, 2015) to which all subsystem stakeholders must adhere.

Working from broad to narrow, as suggested by the systems thinking principles, also proved efficient in completing the evaluation. For example, it made more sense for leadership to deliberate which subsystems to include after establishing the system boundaries. Similarly, it was more efficient to first understand and agree on the subsystems before investing in costly process flow maps to detail the standard operating procedures.

One SET principle affecting system efficiency receiving little attention thus far is the reflex arc. In defining the cardiac care system stakeholders noted when possible, to save time, a patient should not stop at a critical access hospital and be transferred directly to a definitive care facility. This is an example of a system reflex arc developed in response to time data collected from system feedback mechanisms and translated into new, more efficient standard operating procedures (Liu, Bellamy & McCormick, 2007; Radcliff, Brasure, Moscovice & Stensland, 2003). One goal of evaluating system efficiency is to determine whether standard operating procedure modifications are possible to introduce more direct and efficient paths.

At the first worldwide systems evaluation summit held in Eschborn Germany in 2011 attendees wondered about the relationship between program and system evaluation. Our work with SET confirms many program evaluation concepts and methods are of utility in the system evaluation setting. For example, methods used to complete the cardiac care evaluation included direct observation, member checks, secondary data validation, interviews, and facilitation skills (Sanders, 1994; Taylor-Powell & Steele, 1996; Thomas, 2006). In addition, SET’s recognition of leadership buy-in as a system attribute needed to optimize system efficiency/effectiveness is also a central theme of utilization-focused theory (Patton, 2008). Further, as the evaluation scope increases evaluation capacity building and empowerment evaluation are fundamental to the evaluation success (Fetterman, 2001; Preskill & Boyle, 2008). Table 1 summarizes the methods used in each step of defining the cardiac care system.

The upfront time in defining the system is considerable, however as often is the case you reap what you sow. Engaging leadership to define boundaries and components (subsystems), while costly, led to greater buy-in and evaluation understanding. Further, detailing the standard operating procedures through process flow maps led to targeted evaluation findings with actionable items. For example, with detailed standard operating procedures it was possible to pinpoint a) changes needed to feedback mechanisms to improve system efficiency and, b) trigger points for potential cascading failures (Renger et al., 2017). The utility of the evaluation arising from engaging leadership detailing the system definition is evidenced by the implementation of 68 per cent of evaluation recommendations within 30 days.

SET provides practical guidance for evaluators to take on the challenge of evaluating modern day systems. Any good evaluation must rest on a solid foundation. In theory driven program evaluation this is the program and implementation theory (Renger, Bartel & Foltsyova, 2013; Weiss, 1995). In SET the foundation is a detailed system definition. The reward for evaluators taking the time necessary to complete this first step with fidelity will be a solid foundation from which to develop a meaningful and useful evaluation of system efficiency.
### TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF PARTNERS, METHODS, AND PRODUCTS FOR EACH SET STEP IN DEFINING THE CARDIAC CARE SYSTEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Key partners</th>
<th>Methods used</th>
<th>Key product(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Define the system working toward the common goal</td>
<td>Form an Evaluation Leadership Committee (the Committee)</td>
<td>■ Funder  ■ Key informants  ■ System leaders</td>
<td>■ Facilitated discussion  ■ Meetings</td>
<td>The Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Define the common system goal</td>
<td>The Committee</td>
<td>■ Focus groups  ■ Discussion</td>
<td>■ Common goal statement  ■ Inclusion/exclusion criteria for deciding system inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Define the system boundaries</td>
<td></td>
<td>■ Storyboarding</td>
<td>Inclusion/exclusion criteria for deciding subsystem inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Validate the system boundaries</td>
<td></td>
<td>■ Member check  ■ Literature review</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define the subsystems</td>
<td>Define the subsystem boundaries</td>
<td>The Committee</td>
<td>■ Process flow mapping (group)  ■ Storyboarding</td>
<td>Validated process flow map depicting system and subsystems boundaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Validate the subsystem boundaries</td>
<td></td>
<td>■ Discussion  ■ Member checks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe processes and procedures within subsystems</td>
<td>Define within subsystem the standard operating procedures</td>
<td>Subsystem subject matter experts identified by the Committee</td>
<td>■ Process flow mapping interviews  ■ Document analysis (standard operating procedures)</td>
<td>■ List/summary of within subsystem standard operating procedures  ■ Process flow mapping interview summaries  ■ Validated process flow map depicting processes and procedures within subsystems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Validate within subsystem standard operating procedures</td>
<td></td>
<td>■ Member check methods  ■ Cross validation with existing standard operating procedures  ■ Literature review</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe processes and procedures between subsystems</td>
<td>Define between subsystem standard operating procedures</td>
<td>Subsystem subject matter experts identified by the Committee</td>
<td>■ Process flow mapping interviews  ■ Document analysis (standard operating procedures)</td>
<td>■ List/summary of between subsystem standard operating procedures  ■ Process flow mapping interview summaries  ■ Validated process flow map depicting processes and procedures between subsystems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Validate between subsystem standard operating procedures</td>
<td></td>
<td>■ Member check methods  ■ Cross validation with existing standard operating procedures  ■ Literature review</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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